The Western Alliance.
With the Five Eyes security agencies of; Australia, USA, UK, Canada, New Zealand
all linked together and The Western Military Alliance including all Nato countries.
We now see a unified front of confrontation against, "our enemies" Russia & China.
The only problem is that our staunch position against this dastardly enemy is actually
Fake.
Fake, in the way that the NATO, anti-Russian/China front, was created for domestic
taxpayer fraud to boost the coffers of the Military Industrial Corporate Network.
And this is obviously supported by the Bankers Network of Corporate Control.
Not to mention the CIA Media Network of Corporate Control,
The Pharmaceutical/Drug Corporate Network of Control
and The Computer Tech & Internet Network of Corporate Control.
And Fake in that Russia & China, far from being our enemies, are actually our future
partners in The World Alliance. A reality which seems to have been ignored by our
rulers.
So in a War Front nuclear confrontation with China & Russia we have on our side a
group of, The Committee of 300 retards, our wonderful, in it for the money politicians,
deep state demons hiding in the shadows underground and Biden.
And while China & Russia are trying to avoid a nuclear confrontation, all they get in
response is; insanity, media insults, propaganda & Biden burbling like a demented
rabid idiot.
And quite frankly, not any sense from the UK government either.
Half of the UK government continues with its brilliantly demented, Globalist New
World Order, laughingly called, " A Rule Based Order" (made up Lies).
You have to wonder if it might be a good idea to just chill out & find somebody with a
brain that doesn't think that WW3 is a win/win Corporate solution.
Though, I feel it may be unpatriotic to report, the solution to this problem, from the
Asian perspective, is, to wipe out the Biden USA States and London & so they can
get on with their lives.
We are a problem they do not need.
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